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Tips for producing a professional quality video clip – vox pops / interviews 
 

 Think about your background – it is good to set your video in a background that has 

some relevance to the topic or subject but it shouldn’t be off putting or distract from the 

person speaking. A plain white background could also be used if a suitable setting isn’t 

available.  

 Think about positioning of your subject. A frame is normally thought of in thirds so 

imagine a 3 x 3 grid. If you are having your subject looking directly into the camera, their 

head should be in the centre square, and shoulders in the bottom centre. Head and 

shoulders shot is the best for vox pops and interviews, or head to waist. If you are 

filming your subject to the side, looking at an interviewer behind the camera, they 

should be in the right or left thirds. Try, if you can, to alternate which side your 

interviewee stands if you are interviewing more than one person (for editing together). 

 Think about background noise – this can add atmosphere to a video but if it is too loud, 

it can be distracting. If this is the case, try and find somewhere else to film. For example 

– don’t stand near a road as if a bus or lorry drives past, you might miss something 

important. People in the background can also add to a video if they are doing an activity 

or demonstrating what the interviewee is speaking about, but be careful if it looks too 

‘busy’ or it is too noisy. 

 Think about lighting – make sure it is not too dark. 

 Think about editing – video editing is slightly more difficult than audio as a straight cut 

will be very noticeable. Encourage your subject to carry on with their speech if they 

make a mistake, without saying “can I start again” or laughing. The more relaxed they 

are the better. If they do make a mistake, ask them to start from the beginning, or try to 

film some ‘cut away’ shots to help with editing. These can be of the subject doing 

something like typing on a laptop, reading a book, walking around, doing something that 

demonstrates what they are talking about. 

 Don’t make it too long – try to aim for around 2 minutes for a vox pop so that people 

don’t lose interest. If you are doing a longer more focused interview, around 5 minutes 

is enough to get the information you need. 

 Don’t worry about mistakes, doesn’t have to be too polished, vox pops are good if they 

feel conversational. It would be better if they can be shot in one. 

 Depending on your particular video and the purpose of it, there are various things you 

could consider when prompting your subject to speak.  

o If you are asking for their experiences/thoughts on a single topic – encourage 

them to ad lib and speak freely straight into the camera. You may like to give 

them ideas of things to say and give them chance to think of an answer. Try not 

to get too rehearsed as it won’t seem natural. This will almost be a point and 

shoot approach. 



o If you are asking someone to speak freely on a number of points – try to avoid 

crib sheets as people’s eyes stray. Try to keep the points to a minimum and more 

rehearsal time could help. 

o If you are asking questions/ interviewing a person – it would look better if this 

could be edited so that questions are removed. You will need to encourage 

people to give more than a yes/no answer – use open ended questions! If people 

give long answers to questions, cut aways might not be necessary to film as 

these could be used as clips on their own. If you would like answers to multiple 

questions to be used, try and film some other material. Think about how you 

would like them in the shot – do you want them to the side and looking behind 

the camera? If so you will need to stand with the camera near your shoulder and 

may need a cameraman or a tripod. If you want them looking into the camera, 

you will be ok. This will give the appearance that the person is speaking directly 

to the audience and could be relevant for the purpose of the video. Try to notice 

how people and the camera is positioned when you are watching documentaries 

and news items for ideas. 

 Try to make your video as natural as possible. Make your subject feel relaxed before 

you start filming and encourage them to speak slowly and smile (unless it is a serious 

interview!). 

 Beginning and endings – set your subject and camera in the right positioning before you 

start recording, and have a few seconds of silence before they begin talking so that it 

doesn’t start with a jolt. End with a few seconds of stillness as well and avoid people 

walking off.  

 Ask them to sit down if they move around as it is quite noticeable and off putting. 
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